“Dearly Beloveds, It Is I Archimus and as I speak, know that My Dear Rosa speaks with Me as One
Voice. It is with great Joy that We return to this Esteemed Council to share Our final Discourse upon
the topic set by Peter, Narayana and Divine Grace. Nothing could be more appropriate from Our
perspectives as to Our Divine Brotherly and Sisterly Fraternity, aligned within this propitious Cause.
“We have thus far listened heartfully to all that has been share and with this, have been so moved
not only with the vast array of information that has been so powerfully disseminated, but the emotions
that that, once again have been stirred within Our Own Beingness. In Truth We have to say that it is
not Our normal state of Balance within Our Realms, for emotional Balance is a Divine Virtue that We
Pleiadians have found Great Peace within, for a long time. But We must say that Our Dear Peter, seems
to have this natural ability to test the waters, if We may be so direct!
“You see Dear Ones, this is not the first Council that We have been nominated to join with Peter.
Our first encounter was with the Melvadek Alliance that Peter and his Beloved Brother Mel,
formulated, for the purpose of asking Beloved Archangel Lucifer to rewrite the Double Cored Flower
of Life Blueprint back to its Original Sacred Design of a Single Core Flower of Life. Although little is
known of this Council or its work, within the human realms of consciousness, it was a huge event for
All Those who attended from many different Star Systems. Members of Stars Systems Who gathered
together for the very first time in the History of Creation in a single Gathering.
“We, Rosa and I, after each of those appointed meetings would return to Our Councils in the
Pleiades with such excitement and enthusiasm, trying to share the experiences We had just encountered,
trying to express to Our Colleagues, yet they at a loss to comprehend, all that We were saying! We
Who live in Joyful purity, We Who live in Radiant Harmony, We Who Radiate Great Expressions of
the Creator’s Love through Us. We Who when facing Our Members of Our Council, became quite
incapable of sharing an unbiased account of the day’s proceedings due to the uplifting and emotional
pleas that affected Us so deeply. Those speeches that came from not only Beloved Peter and Mel, but
from a Heart wrenching pleas from Dear Queen Sophia Representing the Nature and Elemental
Kingdoms of Earth. We Two are Beings of Feeling Love as well as Knowing Love and Being that Love.
With all the emotional sharing of that Melvadek Alliance Council, upon Our return to Our Councils
with songs in Our Hearts, We were told to hold this Joy, but not to share the events of the day until
We had once again returned to a State of Emotional Balance. So Powerful were those Discourses, that
their effects could not be easily conveyed.
“And so We would return the next day to the Melvadek Alliance, even earlier than usual to garner
what was taking place in the times leading up to the convening of the Council and We saw things that
We were not expecting. These two so called ‘human ants’ were engaged in, seemingly unknown to
anyone else but themselves, of things that We had never seen before by ‘normal’ human beings. And so
a new awareness was granted Us showing and sharing, how and what the Energies of These Council
meetings were built upon, when human awareness of Our Realms would conduct themselves. Not
directly within the convening Council, but simply by what was naturally unfolding within the Hearts
and Minds of these Two Beloved and Humble Souls.
“There were no audiences, nothing to gain from their points of view, nothing much was made
audible to the human ear, yet they commanded the participation of great numbers of Universal Beings
as if by some sort of magical conjuring! And immediately Our Excitement would return and Our
Emotions would run high again and Our Hearts would fill with Joy and wonderment for such
heralding. There would be eminent anticipation within Us for what would happen next!
“Please bear with Us Beloved Ones for I Am attempting to bring to the surface something here that
may be of great significance to the development of any events that may unfold hereafter this Council
adjourns this formal configuration of Summit and High Level Meetings!
“There was great emotion within the Melvadek Alliance, and We take full responsibility for
becoming enraptured within the descriptions of historical cycles of what humans have experienced

upon Earth and the supposed powerlessness, weakness and incapabilities of human beings. But it was
easy to get caught up in the desire for radical change within the mind set eminent of it all. But what We
saw behind the scenes was the Power, Love and Wisdom held with focused intent, that was never
shared outside of the Circle of Their Own Creations. And it was the emotional Balance that We now
recognize within such human beings who were not swayed by the events of history, or indeed of the
day, regardless of how dire they seemed upon the surface. It has proven to Us how such major Events
can be Created by and through the dedication of just a few dedicated and committed human Souls.
“So when Our Council Colleagues told Us to be more vigilant, and to consider more closely who
holds the Truth of the Holy Trinity, and the question was raised, ‘Would this not be a more Mature
and Balanced way of moving forward?’ The answer came long after the Alliance disassembled and We
returned Home! And for this Great Lesson, we wish to thank Peter and Mel for the Gift they gave to
Us during that time. We had become very complacent in Our Ways and indeed forgot Our True
connection to Our Own Compassion and Empathy for those within the Lower densities of Evolution.
“This Elemental Grace Alliance, has brought back these memories for indeed We have felt once
again, through Peter, this enthusiasm and excitement, yet We have been able to temper these things
through his use of specifics and never assuming anything that may come of such Proposals. We saw
this same gift within the Melvadek Alliance Council, where such a simple question can achieve great
things when nothing more than humility and the will to Know is required to be manifest. There is
tremendous Power in this, and We believe that when Jesus said, ‘Blessed are the meek: for they shall
inherit the Earth’. The art of being meek that is to accept one’s strengths and limitations for what they
truly are, instead of constantly trying to portray themselves in the best possible light to please others
and to gain false respect and adoration. Being humble or modest, or even compliant, does not mean
that one should deny their Powers, Gifts and Abilities.
“Jesus Is a wonderful Teacher of this Virtue. When asked if He was the Messiah, Jesus replied,
“The blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised,
and the poor have good news brought to them. And Blessed is anyone who takes no offense at me”. He
had neither an inflated sense of self nor an inferiority complex, but a True Servant’s Heart based on
ascetic acumen. Bless You Master Jesus, for your Presence and Guidance here as it was Over Lighting
the Events of the Melvadek Alliance also. It is duly Acknowledged and Loved!
“The New Human Angels with such brilliance, can and will create marvelous things within Their
Service with the Divine Creator and His/Her Plan. We can see now, just through these two Council
Events, that the Radiant Energies of what are Known as the Christed Ones, those Self Appointed Souls
Who fully embrace God’s Work, will indeed be Greater than all the Energies of the masses of the
world and will provide the necessary impetus to see the Success of God’s Plan! It shall be through these
Beloved Ones that the New Children will soon take their places within the masses to complete the
Light Transmutations upon the Earth. Their positions in government, law, industry, commerce and
health and educations are imminent and await their responsible offices in administrative positions.
“We were not sure what We were going to speak of today, and then Beloved Jesus suggested that
We speak of the New Children, and so what We have shared thus far is a prelude to this Discourse.
We have been given permission to share some facts that have not yet been disseminated within the
human public domain and which only a select few are presently privy to. To set the scene We have
spoken of the Melvadek Alliance because it was the successful conclusion in the receiving of the
Approval by Archangel Lucifer, to return back to God and re-write the Flower of Life Human
Blueprint back to its Original Geometric Design. Up until July the 1st, 2008 every person incarnated
onto Planet Earth was born with the Double Core Flower of Life that was altered by Lucifer to fulfill
His Role in controlling humanity, while not allowing them to reach their I Am Presence. This last
200,000 years and while some human beings did attain Their Ascension Status, by doing it the hard
way, no other person has reach their Ascension within this physical domain.
“As of the 1st July, 2008, every child born upon the planet automatically now has the full Flower of
Life Blueprint fully intact and functional. On the 10th May, 2008, Lucifer renounced His Role as Satan
and now Works alongside of Beloved Archangel Michael and Beloved Mother Mary. The very first

child born with this new human Design was a Chinese girl called Mia. There are now something like
81.5 million Souls upon the planet with this New Single Core Flower of Life that are presently
between the ages of new born to six and half years old. This may not appear on the surface as very
significant, but from within the Divine Plan, it has great magnitude indeed! It has been indicated within
these Discourses, that over the next two generations the world will go through such major
transformations, never before seen upon any other physical world!
“The timing is miraculous, for it shall be the New Christ Councils that will facilitate much of the
changes that will unfold and along with the New Children, the transformations will change the mass
consciousness of the planet far beyond that of which you know today! It has been a very progressive
procedure that started in 1957 when the first Indigo Children began to arrive. These Children and
subsequent Children; ie; the Crystal, Rainbow, Diamond, Blue Star etc; all whom arrived with new
genetic markers and increased numbers of codons switched on. Those born before 1957 had 20 codons
activated and subsequently the total has risen now to 26 codons.
“There are a total of 64 codons within the human genome, and although only 20-26 are actively
participating within an individual’s life presently, each person who wishes to attain Ascension Status
must fully turn on all 64 codons and bring each into full alignment with their I Am Presence. We
would direct anyone who wishes to know more about the divisions of such codons, gene encodements,
amino acid associations and the attributes of their shadow, gift and Siddhi levels of awareness, We
would highly recommend the work of Richard Rudd and the Gene Keys!
“This work is profound and has taken many years to perfect and the contributions of Ra Uru Hu
and his Human Design Team in connection with the IChing, has been monumentus in this aid for
humanity! With this help it will give Greater Awareness and Authority, not only to one’s own genetic
make-up, but to the Greater Understanding of your children and what they are here to do, transmuting
and working with. So here We have the foundation for what is transpiring within the Elemental Grace
Alliance.
“The New Children may not seem like an obvious facet of this Design, yet it has been alluded to
quite specifically within several Proposals herein;”


17. Formulation Of Specific Groups/Councils To Work On Clearing And Cleansing Earth
And Earth Grids Of Old Human Consciousness.
 19. Teaching Facilities and Programs.
“It has also been mentioned in several Discourses and some which have been included within these
transcripts.




Re-evaluation of the Grace Elemental Alliance Participation of Potential Human
Representative Members - Peter - 14th March, 2015
Archangel Sandalphon - Potentials of the human experience! - Nepal and the Earthquakes –
Peter – 18th May, 2015
Archangel Michael - Guest Speaker - Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses - Protecting The
Future - 24th July, 2015

“No matter who these New Children are, it will be extremely wise to begin to think upon this more
deeply. It is all about community now. To teach the children about the fundamentals of Who They
Are. In the Pleiades We teach Our Children within the first 14 years of their lives all about Who They
Are and Their Purposes in Life that They have been born to work towards. This is going to be
something that will become imperative for the New Children here upon Earth if such grand changes are
going to be successful. So Dear Souls, Community Living and Community Teaching; this must be done
at the very beginning of their lives or else their minds, emotions and bodies will absorb all the old
consciousness that is embedded within society, and within the land.
“Children, even today are starving for the Truth of Who They Are. They Know the Truth, but now
they need reminding for they have already fallen into the traps of the old humanity. They are presently,

Souls who have lost the art of being Joyful! That is because their parents have forgotten this within
themselves, and children of all life situations learn first from their parents!
“Children desire Freedom! They are presently crammed into small compartmentalized pigeon holes
that their parents choose for them, and the ‘freedom as a little child’ has been stolen from them. This
must now be reversed. Without Freedom, no child will be able to successfully Create; touching the
Realms of Source Energy.
“Children have come to teach the parents, the adults. You must now redefine all the parameters of
how you work with children. Start by asking them ‘what makes you feel free’? Ask and listen and then
create that space for them to be free. Children have all the answers, if you only ask them while giving
them to Freedom to answer Truthfully! They will Know if you are hearing what they are telling you.
They know when you are lying!
“It is not about worrying if children are old enough to make their own decisions, because that is
now their birth right and many are older Souls than their parents. It is more that they just need that
safe haven, that clear space where they can test the waters of their Knowing and be allowed to creatively
make their own mistakes. They will Love you for that! Do not expect perfection immediately for while
those who are the guardians, custodians and carers are not yet perfected, it is more the journey than the
result at this stage. Start your communities and schools now with plenty of room for growth and
freedom. Know that the Energies of Source are vigorously promoting all that needs to deliver Love,
Wisdom and Power. So begin by encouraging your Children to find that Freedom within themselves
and allow all the barriers and limitations to fall away. The result will amaze you!
“There are so many portals opening now for New Children to come in, that shall represent the
Legions of Archangel Michael, of The Beloved Mary’s Lineages and so many more, but there are also
some that even though Plans have been underway for some time now, still cannot enter the Earth’s
Atmosphere due to the Nature of Their Genetic Profiles and Make-up. These are the New Cosmic
Children, also Known as the Inter-Dimensional Children.
“This information may seem a little unconventional and to some may seem rather disturbing, due to
Their conception processes, but then again, it has been done already upon Earth by your scientists who
really are still very much playing around in the dark with human test tube babies, genetically controlling
certain attributes for specific results; especially those who are engaged with humanoid and animal and
fish generation and manipulation, not to mention produce that is so rampantly genetically modified
and not for the better, We may add! But what We are speaking of here are of very advanced
procedures, techniques and methods, not yet known upon the Planet Earth.
“As you will discover if you have paid attention to the information already offered within these
Discourses, you will have become aware that this information has only been shared with a very specific
small group of Souls, due to the Nature of the information. We can tell you that none of these Souls
have been given any information to date, regarding the specific details; all has been general information
and the locations for such arrivals, have yet to be discussed in any detail, for they will eventually include
most parts of the world. Before We go any further let Us first give those who are not aware of this
potential a brief overview.
“In accordance to Divine Law and by The Creators Will and Design certain Star Systems, the
Pleiades included, under the most watchful eyes of the Hierarchy of this System of Worlds, a Plan was
initiated as a backup process to assure that humanity would indeed fulfill their Divine Purpose upon
Earth. Those Who Over Light these undertakings are Lord Michael and Archangel Michael, Lord
Jesus, Sanat Kumara, Archangel Metatron and Lord Melchizedek. Also working very closely with this
Plan are the Seven Mighty Elohim and Eloah, and The Five Elohim of the Secret Rays of Akasha. The
Chohans and System Lords All are partaking to ensure only the Highest Standards of Purity, Grace,
Integrity and Perfection are adhered to, not that anything would be in question at these Levels of
Manifestation or Creation. But I say these things to assure the human mind from their processes of
questioning the ethics and authenticity of such a declaration!
“The aim of the Plan to Create such Highly Vibrational Children is to provide the Evolution of
humanity with a genetic string or stream of human beings that will be able to influence directly those

who incarnate upon Earth in the normal way. The Plan necessitates the attaining of a mixture of
Genetic DNA from living human beings upon Earth, combining them with various other Ancestral
Lineages of Perfected or near Perfected Star Races.
“As a result of the Genetically Engineered DNA, fetuses are grown within Highly Technological
Laboratories aboard very large and advanced Space Craft. Each fetus begins within what can best be
described as a Crystal Vessel that is Energetically aligned to High Frequency currents of Electrical and
Electromagnetic current flows or pulsations. A little like that of the human womb connected via the
human heart of the Mother within a normal human gestation and birth. This allows for the Divine
Connection to the Source; The Divine Mother and Beloved Father, for without this Key Life Element,
the experiences of the New Born would not be able to relate to the Prime Source of Their Creation.
“As the Children develop within these Crystalline artificial yet totally organic wombs or vessels,
there are a sequence of varying Resonances of harmonic tones, timbres and pitches of sound, along
with, but not necessarily together, colors of highly authentic and accurate shades, hues, tints and tinges,
all not confined to third Dimension realities as you presently know them to be. These range from 5th to
9th Dimensional Pressures of Influence. These Light Codes are Grafted into the Genetic Profiles of the
DNA as they progressively activate all 64 codons within the human DNA Flower of Life Blueprint.
“From the point of conception an assemblage of Ascended Masters are assigned to each fetus and
along with the genetic profiles, there is Over Lighting and imbuing of the Qualities and Virtues of each
assembly of Masters. Upon Birth these Collections of Ascended Masters then care, nurture and begin
to teach these New Born Souls as to Their Origins and Purpose for Their travels to Earth. Their
Purpose when the time is right and all preparations are complete upon Earth, These Dear Ones shall be
transported to Earth arriving in their complete physical form, carrying the ages of between 3-4 years of
age and 17-18 years of age.
“The New Cosmic Children will be to the best of Our abilities to explain, will come in already
carrying the Christed Consciousness and unlike all other human beings upon the planet who have to
evolve to reach the Ascension Status, These Dear Ones are born into this State, as if into a Royal
Lineage so to speak. So although this is not a natural birthing experience as you would know upon
Earth, it is still untested to see what the results may be. You see, these Dear Ones, if They come into
the Atmosphere of Earth and come into physical contact with human beings or worse still, touch the
ground that has not yet been purified of all negative human consciousness, They potentially could
become extremely sick, disorientated and mentally confused, to the extent of becoming physically,
emotionally and mentally disturbed and physically incapable of Serving Humanity.
“We know this through what happened to a single Soul, a young woman with such High Resonance
that was birthed in the normal way to a loving mother and father. Who upon walking the Earth and
interacting with the humans around her, she became very highly strung and mentally and emotionally
disturbed and ended up in a mental institution for her further protection. She was to become “She
Who Has Returned”, the first of the return of the Christed Ones, not as the male Jesus as everyone was
anticipating, but as a woman, an appearance that would give Her the greatest protection, in case She
was unable to attain Her Status. She has come to be known as the Pale One. Once again only a select
few were given the information regarding this Divine Child. 26 like Resonant women were born for
this purpose, but unfortunately free will and the negativity within human consciousness has prevented
any further action regarding this Opportunity to date.
“The New Cosmic Children require not only the land They walk upon to be purified, but because
of Their ages and experiences to date, shall demand Guardianship, Custodians, Carers and Nurturers of
equal to Higher Resonances and Vibrational Frequencies, to be able to Protect and Teach Them the
ways of Being Human upon a Physical Earth. This will provide Them Lessons as to how to interact
with Societal Living in both Communities and larger domains of human interaction. They shall learn
very quickly and take the Lead even faster, because of Their Direct Link to Source Knowledge and
Understanding. But as you Know, in a physical reality, True Knowledge here only comes from
experience and so here We have a Group of Highly Evolved Human Beings, but without the tens of
thousands of years experience that you have had and can provide the experiential Knowledge to. Are

you beginning to understand the factors that are at play here, and how the interaction between
Planetary human and Cosmic Human Beings must unfold? Can you see another opportunity of
Expanded Evolution that has never been experienced before within any of God’s Creations?
“We began the Human Experiment of Allowing a human race to evolve through free will and this
now is the progression of this Process that due to Your participations and success, can now unfold to
its next levels of Human Evolution; one New Earth Human Race of Human Angels Creating, Leading
to Another Cosmic Human Race of Human Elohim and Creators.
“To date We had allocated several potential landing sites of which Peter has been informed. That is
why he was specifically involved in site preparations, particularly within Kauai, Quebec, Vancouver,
The Himalayan Mountains, Guatemala, Romania, Egypt and Australia amongst others. But like all
things that unfold upon Earth all are directly linked to human free will; and so the Christ Councils that
Peter was previously asked to formulate had to be disbanded due to the human element of ego and self
interest showing its ineffective levels of creative endeavors. This alone shattered any potential, early in
the probable time frames of Our projections of 2006/2007, being the projected times of the first
landings. Not only the Councils did not attain Their required Levels of Resonances, no human
Guardians could be found either, due to lack of Internal Work or Resonances High Enough to even
come close to These New Cosmic Masters in Human Children Form.
“These Dear Souls shall be the Bridge that shall adjoin the Old Earth with that of the New Erthe.
That is if humanity, those who are presently leading the Ascension Program, do not achieve this Bridge
Construction first. Can you begin to see now how this, the Elemental Grace Alliance and Its Intentions
to Create a New Consciousness between humanity and the Elemental, Devic and Angelic Host
Kingdoms has come about and continues to unfold. We would all prefer, at this late stage, for
humanity to do this on their own, but like all things within any Divine Plan, all contingencies are
covered for the success and attainment of its Original Design and Goal.
“Through the Work of The Melvadek Alliance and its achievement to re-write the Human
Blueprint of the Flower of Life, the Intervention of Divine Dispensations, The Intention of Creating
the New Christ Councils and the Cosmic Alignment of Source Energies to Earth and its People now;
the masses of those who are awakening to their Divine Purposes all are contributing to the new
dynamics and potentials available to all. We foresee that within the next 2 generations, let’s say, the
next 20-50 years of Earth time, so much more will change toward Greater probabilities of achievement.
“We are so excited about all that is transpiring within this Elemental Grace Alliance and see great
things coming into fruition. And may We say this excitement is indeed tempered on Our part, yet at
the same time this is truly a period within not only Earth’s Evolution, but that of all Human Races of
All The Star Systems that have been involved with this incredible experience.
“Just remember Dear Souls, Intention is everything and so We ask that you only Intend Love and
live your Lives in Love, Light and the Life of God! We also request that each of you Deeply Embrace
the Holiness of All Children, no matter how old they may be, child or adult, and see only The Light
that They Are. Remember that the New Children, Earth or Cosmic, are Now coming forth as the
Andara Children who come with the full Adamic Seed Lineage of the Christos Energy! Look out for it,
and learn from it! Ask the Children Dear Ones and Listen to what They share with you! See what it is
that They will show you! These are the New Leaders of this Earth Realm. Allow Them the Freedom to
Lead and Govern; Miracles will adorn Humanity and Masters will Ascend indeed!
“I Am/We Are Archimus and Rosa from the Pleiadian High Council. We Bless this Alliance and
All Who are and will be associated with it. We Thank God and the Oneness in each of You for this
opportunity to be a part of this most Auspicious Council of Light, and most of all We thank Peter and
Mel for Their intuitive invitations to include Us in this Mighty Victorious Divine Plan for such a vast
array of Human Races. We most Humbly bow to You All, Namaste!

